Teacher’s feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Email *

dalvirbanger@gmail.com

Name *

Dalvir Kaur

Department *

Dept of Physics

Program (Class) *

B.Sc Non Medical

Course (Subject) *

Statistical and thermodynamics Physics
Teacher’s feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Semester *

- Semester 1
- Semester 2
- Semester 3
- Semester 4
- Semester 5
- Semester 6

Feedback Question

Length of the syllabus contents are possible to covered in the stipulated period. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Availability of supportive study material. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/11ClBHnbpF0X9UpgRQmWJCchkAKmAigEbQCECi4hxLc/edit#response=ACYDBNheG2vB7Fh5iKolmwhuMME71H...
Ability of the syllabus contents in generating interest in students. *

- Very good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus content provided the scope of practical experience *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus is skill oriented *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Teacher's feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

- **Syllabus was easy to understand**
  - Very Good
  - Good
  - Satisfactory
  - Unsatisfactory

- **Books referred match syllabus requirements**
  - Very Good
  - Good
  - Satisfactory
  - Unsatisfactory

- **Syllabus was enough to be covered in given number of lectures**
  - Very Good
  - Good
  - Satisfactory
  - Unsatisfactory
Text book referred covered the entire syllabus *

- [ ] Very Good
- [ ] Good
- [x] Satisfactory
- [ ] Unsatisfactory

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Video lectures *

- [x] Yes
- [ ] No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • PPT based presentation *

- [x] Yes
- [ ] No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Students self-study approach *

- [x] Yes
- [ ] No
Syllabus coverage was supported with

- Class room formal discussions *

- Web content *

Syllabus coverage was done in a manner that the teacher compelled Students to go to the library

- Very Good

- Good

- Satisfactory

- Unsatisfactory

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Teacher’s feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Email *
manmeet5mkkaur@gmail.com

Name *
Manmeet kaur

Department *
Dept of Vocational Education

Program (Class) *
B.Voc (FPQM)

Course (Subject) *
Food quality control

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/11ClBkhnbpF0X9UpgRQmWJCchhAKmAigEbQCEC4hxLc/edit#response=ACYDBNhOduFzs4SYlhm-zvzBUshr5YV
Semester *

- Semester 1
- Semester 2
- Semester 3
- Semester 4
- Semester 5
- Semester 6

Feedback Question

Length of the syllabus contents are possible to covered in the stipulated period. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Availability of supportive study material. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Teacher’s feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Ability of the syllabus contents in generating interest in students. *

- Very good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus content provided the scope of practical experience *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus is skill oriented *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Syllabus was easy to understand *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Books referred match syllabus requirements *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus was enough to be covered in given number of lectures *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Text book referred covered the entire syllabus *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Video lectures *

- Yes
- No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • PPT based presentation *

- Yes
- No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Students self-study approach *

- Yes
- No
Teacher's feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Syllabus coverage was supported with:

- Class room formal discussions
  - Very Good
  - Good

- Web content
  - Yes
  - No

Syllabus coverage was done in a manner that the teacher compelled Students to go to the library:

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.
Teacher’s feedback on Syllabus and its Transaction (2022-23)

Email *

pinderpreet86@gmail.com

Name *

Vishavpreet kaur

Department *

Dept of Political Science

Program (Class) *

BA

Course (Subject) *

Political Science
Semester *

- Semester 1
- Semester 2
- Semester 3
- Semester 4
- Semester 5
- Semester 6

Feedback Question

Length of the syllabus contents are possible to covered in the stipulated period. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Availability of supportive study material. *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Ability of the syllabus contents in generating interest in students. *

- Very good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus content provided the scope of practical experience *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus is skill oriented *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Syllabus was easy to understand *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Books referred match syllabus requirements *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus was enough to be covered in given number of lectures *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory
Text book referred covered the entire syllabus *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Video lectures *

- Yes
- No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • PPT based presentation *

- Yes
- No

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Students self-study approach *

- Yes
- No
Syllabus coverage was supported with • Class room formal discussions *

- Very Good
- Good

Syllabus coverage was supported with • Web content *

- Yes
- No

Syllabus coverage was done in a manner that the teacher compelled Students to go to the library *

- Very Good
- Good
- Satisfactory
- Unsatisfactory

This content is neither created nor endorsed by Google.